PRCC On-Ice Procedures:
Please note the following relating to on-ice procedures, including traffic flow:
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On entering the ice surface, Skips report to the far
end of their sheet;
Practice slides are allowed, but under strict
distancing rules;
The Lead that is 1st to throw secures their first rock
and assumes position in the hack; the designated
sweeper (2nd or 3rd) takes their position between
the T-line and the hog; the person not sweeping
stands on the back boards behind and to the side of
the Lead;
Players from the other team take their positions on
the distancing marks, per the diagram;
Teams that are playing on sheets 1 & 3 use the
distancing marks along the walls; teams on sheet 2
can use distancing marks on either side of sheet 2;
The designated sweeper can ONLY sweep between
the hog line and the T-line;
Skips cannot sweep;
The person not sweeping MAY follow the person
releasing the rock down the ice and provide
instructions to the sweeper, but MUST maintain
social distancing and NOT go past the hog line at
the other end of the sheet;
Once the rock is released, players on the opposing
team take the same positions as detailed in (2) and
(3) above
Players on the team that just threw then take up their positions on the distancing marks just vacated by the
opposing team. This cycle continues throughout game play;
At the conclusion of each end of play, rocks are organized in order in single file next to the hacks – ONLY move
rocks with brooms versus by hand;
The 3rd on the team (or 2nd if only 3 players per team) throwing YELLOW rocks is the DESIGNATED
SCOREKEEPER. He/she is solely responsible for noting the score after each end AND recording the score at the
end of the match;
When the buzzer (or series of buzzers) sounds, this indicates that the end being played at the time may be
completed plus ONE additional end. The exception to this is if the SKIP’s last rock has been thrown and has
crossed the far hog line prior to the buzzer sounding. In that case, TWO additional ends shall be completed;
When the match is completed, the Lead from each team shall line up their coloured rocks in single file at the
Lobby end of the sheet (see diagram above);
Prior to exiting the ice surface, ALL players are required to don masks prior to entering the Lobby;
Upon completion of gearing down (prior to leaving the Club or going up to the Lounge), players are responsible
to sanitize the bench surface they were sitting on. If going up to the Lounge, players are encouraged to leave
their gear along the back wall.

GOOD, SAFE CURLING!

